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Abstract
Introduction: Listeria monocytogenes is a ubiquitous, Gram-positive bacteria that has been responsible
for human deaths around the world. More commonly isolates of L. monocytogenes, from clinical cases
have been shown to be resistant to a class of sanitizer (terminal disinfectant) known as Quaternary
Ammonium Compounds (QACs). Work has been carried out globally on resistance of L.
monocytogenes towards QACs in the planktonic state, however resistance of cells in the biofilm state
towards QACs is greatly under-reported. L. monocytogenes often forms biofilms within food processing
environments and biofilms can be up to 1000 times more resistant to antimicrobials than planktonic cells.
It would thus be advantageous to study a biofilm's response to commercial sanitizers to aid in control
based on unique resistance patterns per processing environment.
Methodology: Using a novel, real time measurement system, known as the CO2 evolution measurement
system (CEMS) the real time response (in terms of CO2 output) of a commercially isolates L.
monocytogenes strain from a South African Food Processing Environment was analyzed against treatment
against 1% benzalkonium chloride (BAC) which is a QAC and two non-QAC alternatives (1% Peracetic Acid
and 1% of a novel QAC free sanitizer from Byotrol).
Results and Discussion: The biofilm culture responded well to all sanitizers, initially- which was indicated
by a drop in CO2 output, however recovery was observed against BAC (indicated by a rise in CO2
production). No recovery was observed when exposed to the PAA or novel sanitizer from Byotrol. These
results show that resistance to BAC, a first generation QAC, is occurring in this particular isolate. It also
suggests that the isolate is completely susceptible towards the two QAC alternatives.
Conclusion: The CEMS system shows potential to give an indication of a L. monocytogenes' isolate towards
commercial sanitizers. Resistance to BAC suggests that further studies should be carried out against
different generations of QACs and mixtures of QACs to give a better indication of the QAC resistance
problem at hand. The CEMS system shows potential to guide food producers in selecting the most
appropriate sanitizer for their particular environment, taking into consideration phenotypic expression of
resistance in the biofilm state.
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